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Opening up the world of work across Gateshead every month.
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Welcome to our brand new Work Inspiration Gateshead
newsletter! In this monthly digital publication, Our aim is to
bring the world of work to life by sharing fascinating industry
updates and information about how to access some of the
exciting career opportunities we have in the region.

Choosing the right path for you can be tricky, we will help you
understand what you options are and give you information
about higher education, apprenticeships and everything
in-between.

In our first issue, we will introduce you to current opportunities
and events, with an exciting local business featured each month.
Choosing the best path for you into higher education or an
apprenticeship can be tough if you don’t know what’s out there,
and the North East has some incredible businesses and
opportunities that we want you to know about!

If there is anything else you would like to know about, please
get in touch at jill.mckinney@sunderlandsoftwarecity.com

What is a key growth sector?

Work Inspiration Gateshead is all about providing you information
not only about amazing career opportunities in key sectors but also
helping you understand how you can access these.

Key sectors are industries that are doing really well in that area,
and as such are of great interest by local government to support

Business Roundup

and continue the growth of, Gateshead is no different.
Having so many key growth sectors to talk
With a vibrant and diverse set of industries to chose from,

about makes it impossible to tell you

Gateshead has a wide range of businesses growing and creating

everything in this one issue! So we have

new opportunities for people to move into, now and in the future.

chosen just a few of the amazing
businesses that work in and around
Gateshead that fall into these sectors:

Gateshead's key growth sectors:

Health and Social Care

Akzonobel
a multinational company which creates

Engineering and Manufacturing

paints and performance coatings for both
industry and consumers worldwide.

Cultural and heritage

Beamish
Oil and Gas

a museum to preserve an example of
everyday life in urban and rural North East

Financial

England at the climax of industrialisation
in the early 20th century.

Travel and Tourism

Construction

Through this newsletter we aim to focus and cover each of these key

Engie

sectors as we explore the diverse range of careers and businesses

a leading energy and services company

that are on your doorstep.

focused on three key activities:
production and supply of low carbon
energy, services and regeneration.

Lloyds Bank
a British retail and commercial bank with
branches across England and Wales. It
has traditionally been considered one of
the "Big Four" clearing banks.

Aspire Technology
one of the fastest-growing IT companies
in North of England. They provide a range
services from Connectivity to IT Support.

Career spotlight
Each month we will shine a spotlight on a career in one of the
growing industries within our region, This month is:

Care Assistant
The fact that you’re thinking about becoming a care assistant
makes you part of a special group of people – the most
compassionate and interesting people we know. There are
many reasons why people become care assistants, but the
main motivation is the chance to make a difference. And that’s
just what you’ll be doing when you work with us. You’ll become
part of our incredible team, helping us deliver emotional and
practical care to vulnerable adults and transforming their lives
on a daily basis.

Relevant Experience

Caring, compassionate and a good listener.

An energetic, happy person who enjoys forming
relationships with all sorts of people

Happy to offer support with a range of tasks, including
personal care, preparing meals, administering medicine,
shopping and light household duties

Able to access a vehicle (or – depending on where you’re
based – willing to use public transport to travel between
homes)

Did you know that
in Gateshead there
are many industries
that are key growth
areas, such as
health and social
care, hospitality
or digital. All are
growing rapidly and
have great career
options available.

Video Insights
Click the video below to watch the video.

